Iranian crisis deepens

Council reacts to trial threat

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - The month-old U.S. Embassy crisis reached a new peak today when Iran's foreign minister declared the American diplomats be put on trial and their Moslem militant captors were reported to have threatened to execute them if they did not cooperate. At the emergency U.N. Security Council session in New York, members finally agreed on an urgent resolution calling Iran to release the 58 hostages and urging both the United States and Iran to "exercise the utmost restraint." Pentagon officials said, meanwhile, that a six-ship Navy force led by the aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk has reached the Arabian Sea area, joining Carter's task force. The USS Kitty Hawk put the ships, carrying more than the 130 planes, within reach of the entrance of the Persian Gulf. President Carter has warned Iran of "extremely grave" consequences if the hostages are harmed and offered to try the trial of the diplomats would be an even more grievous violation of international law than the hostage seizure itself. The report of threats to shoot hostages came from a White House official in Washington. The official, who asked not to be identified, said there have been threats have been threatened with execution if they fail to cooperate with their captors. He said it could be assumed "I don't mean cooperation just..." The warning of an upcoming trial of the hostages as "spies" came from Iran's acting foreign minister, Sadegh Ghozbadeh. Iranian revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had said previously that the hostages would be tried as spies if the United States does not return the exiled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi for trial. But Ghozbadeh was quoted by Iranian state television yesterday as saying "the hostages will be tried for sure." The regimes will be punished according to the verdict - they could be sentenced to death - would depend on Iran's leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, he said. "We reserve the sentence if the United States extradites the shah," Ghozbadeh repeatedly said. The Iranian account of the tabled resolution with the French newspaper Le Figaro differed slightly from the version published by Le Figaro. In that, Ghozbadeh says such halfway measures as an international investigation of ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's regime would not settle the crisis. "Thus the hostages will be tried," he was asked. "Yes." It was evident from the minister's remarks as reported by Iranian television, which closely follows the official line, that Ghozbadeh meant the hostages would be tried in any event. Previously, Iran threatened

Dorm fire raises doubts, questions of safety

by Mary Kay Leydon

The response of Saint Mary's Security and students to a fire Friday evening in Holy Cross Hall has raised questions about the efficiency of the College's emergency procedures. The fire began at 5:15 p.m. on the fourth floor of the dorm, according to Susan Tamborino, the hall director. Kim Kearney the hall's resident director, was in the room at the time, tried to extinguish the fire with a hand extinguisher, reported the blaze to Chris O'Brien, who was on duty at the hall's front desk. Morris called Saint Mary's Security, while Joan McCarthy pulled the fire alarm, alerting the Notre Dame Fire Department. Security called the South Bend Fire Department at 5:21. The fire was extinguished with the emergency vehicles. Notre Dame sent one truck. The vehicles arrived at 5:55. Esolte Geyer, president of the hall and a resident of the room, said the fire started in a wicker waste paper basket, "probably as a result of a cigarette butt thrown into the trash can." A woman in the section complained that Security arrived at Holy Cross fifteen to twenty minutes after having been notified. They proceeded up the elevator to the fire, which Kearney had extinguished.

Security said in his report that they attempted to clear the dorm of the residents was slow due to the lack of cooperation by the students.

Most students reported to the alarm and their residence were "concerned to be safe fire procedure," a resident commented. "A girl with a problem was asleep, and no one bothered to check and make sure that she had gotten out," another student commented.

According to the report made by security, "most residents thought it (the alarm) was a joke and refused to leave the premises. Some students even gathered around the open door and watched the fire extinguis.." the report said.

Security reported the cause of the fire to be a "lit cigarette." Damage was minimal and required only scraping and painting. The report lists damages as scorching of the wall, ceiling and floor, smoke damage, and damage caused by powder from the fire extinguisher used.

Anthony Kovach, director of security, had no comment.

Carroll announces candidacy

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter, formally launching his bid for another term in the White House, said yesterday night the crisis in Iran that delayed his campaign plans "may not be resolved easily or quickly."

In a five-minute paid political broadcast on television, Carter said the fate of American hostages in Tehran could hang in the balance so long that "our patience and sense of unity may waver as frustration builds up among the American people." The broadcast followed a muted declaration of candidacy that Carter made yesterday afternoon in the East Room of the White House.

Saying that his stewardship of the nation's affairs has "reduced him in scars, which he carries with pride," Carter spoke of "a somber time" when hostages held by Iran of entrance of the Persian Gulf. The report of threats to shoot the hostages came from a White House official in Washington. The official, who asked not to be identified, said there have been threats to execute them if they fail to cooperate with their captors. He said it could be assumed "I don't mean cooperation just..." The warning of an upcoming trial of the hostages as "spies" came from Iran's acting foreign minister, Sadegh Ghozbadeh. Iranian revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had said previously that the hostages would be tried as spies if the United States does not return the exiled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi for trial. But Ghozbadeh was quoted by Iranian state television yesterday as saying "the hostages will be tried for sure." The regimes will be punished according to the verdict - they could be sentenced to death - would depend on Iran's leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, he said. "We reserve the sentence if the United States extradites the shah," Ghozbadeh repeatedly said. The Iranian account of the resolution with the French newspaper Le Figaro differed slightly from the version published by Le Figaro. In that, Ghozbadeh says such halfway measures as an international investigation of ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's regime would not settle the crisis. "Thus the hostages will be tried," he was asked. "Yes." It was evident from the minister's remarks as reported by Iranian television, which closely follows the official line, that Ghozbadeh meant the hostages would be tried in any event. Previously, Iran threatened

At the brief East Room ceremony earlier yesterday, Carter said he "would have preferred to postpone this announcement until another time." But he said election laws in some states forced him to act now.

"Therefore," he said, "I declare that I am a candidate for re-election as president of the United States of America." Carter also asked fellow Democrats to renominate Walter F. Mondale, "the most effective alternative to President in American history." The president, who spoke for less than eight minutes in the East Room, appeared before relatives, staff aides and a delegation from campaign headquarters. Mondale was with him. The low-key event contrasted sharply with Carter's original plans.

In later events in Iran, the president had intended to invite prominent supporters from across the nation to the White House and to spend the evening at a fund-raising gala at a Washington hotel. Then he was going to embark on four days of campaigning in six states from Maine to Texas.

Although the fund-raiser was on Carter's announced schedule for the day, chief spokesman Jody Powell said the President would not attend because he "simply felt his presence there would not be appropriate under the circumstances." a reference to the Iranian
**News in brief**

**UAW rejects Senate bill to freeze wages**

Grass-roots leaders of United Auto Workers union members who work for Chrysler Corp. rejected a Senate bill calling for a three-year wage freeze in return for government aid to the faltering company. "They simply believed it was too great a price to pay," Douglass Fraser, union president, told reporters after a closed meeting with members of the union's Chrysler Council, made up of leaders from union locals at Chrysler plants. Fraser said delegates at the meeting "uneanily rejected the notion of a three-year freeze." He said the possibility of a shorter freeze was not discussed, but said the union would consider other concessions to Chrysler.

**Mobil refinery fire rages out of control**

About 70 firefighters battled a raging Mobil Oil Corp. refinery for following an explosion that left on Mobil employee dead and six persons injured, two critically. Deputy Torrance Fire Chief Richard Sprock said firefighters planned to inject fire retardant foam into the bottom of the 80,000-barrel-capacity gasoline tank still burning more than 15 hours after the explosion late Monday night. Approximately 300 people were evacuated from the refinery, nearby firms and homes after the initial explosion sent a huge fireball into the air about 6 p.m. Monday.

**Iranian spokesmen criticize Carter's tactics**

Lawyers for Iranian students argued today that President Carter is harming innocent people by his order to deport Iranian students who are in the United States illegally. One attorney, Eric M. Lieberman, told a federal judge that Carter has no right to single out Iranians for deportation even though he fears that violence against the students here could result in harm to U.S. hostages in Tehran. The arguments before U.S. District Judge Joyce Hens Green were on two suits filed on behalf of Iranian students in the United States who are fighting a presidential order directing immigration officials to deport Iranian students who are in this country illegally.

**Weather**

Windy with increasing cloudiness Wednesday. Twenty per cent chance of showers Wednesday afternoon. High in the mid to upper 40s. Mostly cloudy Wednesday night and Thursday. Low Wednesday night in the upper 20s to low 30s. Highs Thursday in the upper 30s to low 40s.

**Producer bases movie on Chappaquiddick**

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Promoter Glenn Stensel once tried to produce a movie called "Peasants" starring Bill Carter. Now Stensel has started work on what he says will be an $800,000 "docudrama" called "Chappaquiddick." The story of a 1969 automobile accident in which a 38-year-old campaign worker drowned in a car driven by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy would be ready for distribution next summer, during the heat of a presidential campaign that could involve the Massachusetts Democrat. The movie, if completed, will be Stensel's first and one of the new kind of Hollywood movies, produced for less than $1.5 million and intended for distribution to drive-ins and suburban theaters.

"I've even started produc­ ting," reports the actor-turned-producer. "On Oct. 1, I began filming background shots at Chappaquiddick itself, includ­ ing the bridge.

"Will the picture be pro­ or anti-Kennedy? That's up to the people who see it to decide. I'm not slaming Kennedy or the other. This is not a crackpot movie. And I'm not going to state my political views. I'm not going to be a Jane Fonda."

**Winter bike storage begins today**

Bike storage at the football stadium will be today and tomorrow from 1-4 p.m. at gate 14. Bikes will be located at the Lost and Found Office, north side of the Administration Building, and must also have a serial number.
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***Dissent***

continues from page 3

yards myself, but I've talked to enough people who have, and I cannot name you one single person who is deemed able to deliver the black vote anymore. What I think it is, is the emergence of the black middle class. And they have become sort of like the white vote- so independent, and split."

Charles Graves, executive director of the Democratic Party, said the election of more blacks to state and party offices has so expanded black political leadership that individual leaders have experienced some loss of influence.

"At one time, you had a few black leaders who were first in places of prominence and importance."
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**TONY'S SHOE SHOP**

repairs any kind of leather goods, also zippers , shoe polishing, Orthopedic Specialist, quick service, reasonable price Notre Dame Campus 283-1144

Open 8to 5 Mon.-Fri. and 8to 1 Sat.

The NAZZ presents...

*Fri. Dec. 7: LaFortune Lunchtime Concert with Rich Prezioso 11:45 - 1 p.m.*

and that evening... Mike Daly 9-10:30 p.m.

Rich Prezioso and Friends 10:30 - ?

Sat. Dec. 8: Deck the Halls with...

THE THIRD ANNUAL CHRISTMAS NAZZ 9-?

free admission sponsored by NDSU
Inflation, dissent erode Carter's black vote

ATLANTA (AP) - Jimmy Carter's spectacular political star seemed suddenly dimmed last spring when blacks reverted from a year before to 1976 as blacks recoiled from his use of the term "Negro" in speaking of his own experiences at the age of the movement - the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. - in open housing.

But when the aging bull of the movement - the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. - in open housing. But when the aging bull of the movement - the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. - in open housing.

such as a student athlete on a scholarship to a college that has a policy of not giving black athletes scholarships, the person may not receive their full scholarship if they are black. The NCAA's rules and regulations are intended to promote equal opportunity for all students, regardless of race or ethnicity.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The government formally announced new guidelines for ending sex bias in college athletics, including a provision that sports scholarship money be distributed in proportion to the number of male and female athletes enrolled.

The guidelines announced yesterday are a template that can be used to ensure equality in college sports programs. By providing a framework for schools, these guidelines help to ensure that all students have equal opportunities to participate in athletics.

HEW announces plan to curb college sports bias

Education and Welfare, told reporters in announcing the guidelines.

"We will, however, compare programs to determine whether policies and practices provide equivalent opportunities to men's and women's sports programs."

Mrs. Harris said the guidelines would "give colleges and universities maximum flexibility in developing and maintaining their athletic programs while establishing clear standards for insuring that programs are free from sex discrimination."

The NCAA's Kramer disagrees.

"We think they ought to be doing an assessment of the total athletic program instead of applying an arbitrary financial standard," he said.

The scholarship provision is the one the NCAA strongly opposes. Kramer said he would describe it as a "financial quota."

"We're opposed to it," he said. "Exactly what we'll do, I don't know."

The guidelines are an interpretation of Title IX of the 1972 Education Act, which bars sex discrimination in federally assisted programs.

The money generally does not go to college athletic programs. But the government takes the view that any institution receiving federal funds must comply with these guidelines.

Mock Convention State Chairman

applications now being accepted for the/ Student Gov't Offices

any ND or SMC student may apply for State or Territorial Chairman

DEADLINE: Fri. Dec. 7, 5 p.m.
Controversy arises from 'Who' catastrophe

CINCINNATI (AP) - City officials said yesterday promoters of the Who concert delayed up, to one hour in opening doors to Riverfront Coliseum despite a police warning of a "potential danger" posed by thousands of waiting fans.

City Councilman Jerry Spring­er said the alleged delay was "definitely a problem" Monday night when 11 people were killed and 22 were injured by a stampede of 8000 fans, eight persons remained hospitalized yesterday.

City Safety Director Richard Carden said police recognized the potential danger at 6:30 p.m., which he said was about the time doors for such an event would normally open.

"Police asked the promoter to open up but he said the group was late and that he couldn't open," Cassell said. "He said he was there were not enough ticket takers to open more than just the north bank of doors."

Springer said two banks of doors - or 16 in all - were opened on the west side of the coliseum for general admission on time between 7:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The crush occurred as waiting fans heard the band warming up and stormed the building, breaking down one door that was locked.

The surge fans crammed and suffocated others in the rush for seats. Dickens said victims suffered "foot-print" injuries, but the exact cause of death will not be known until a death autopsies are completed.

The promoters, Electric Fac­tory Concerts Inc. of Philadel­phia, said they would have no immediate comment on the allegation about the doors.

Earlier, the promoters said in a statement that they would have no immediate comment "due to the gravity of the situation."

Bill Cubishley, personal man­ager for the Who, said the doors were opened after four minutes at 7 p.m. and the concert began on schedule by showing a clip of the group's movie, "Quadrophenia." He said the band began playing at 8:20 p.m. as planned.

Officials said only the two banks of doors were opened on the west side because there were not enough ticket-takers to open other entrances.

Those with reserved seat tick­ets were admitted without inci­dent on the north side of the coliseum.

One concertgoer, Diana Cober­t, 20, or Erlanger, Ky., said "people on the reserved side got in all right. The people on the other side didn't have a chance."

"They should have known they needed more than two doors open," she said, refer­ring to the two banks of doors.

The rock group's multiple-city U.S. tour continued today with a concert in Buffalo, N.Y.

Society postpones meeting

The December meeting of the Notre Dame Historical Society, Scheduled for tonight, has been postponed until the January meeting date.

EPA Board asks Gordon to serve

Dr. Robert E. Gordon, vice­president for advanced studies and professor of biology here, has been invited to serve a four year term on the Ecology Committee of the Science Advis­ory Board of the U.S. Environ­mental Protection Agency.

The Science Board advises the EPA administrator on the scientific aspects of environ­mental problems and issues.
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**Song gets mixed reviews**

by Mary Fran Callahan
Staff Reporter

In an effort to reduce the mounting tension of the Iranian situation, four Notre Dame students wrote and recorded a song entitled "Iranian in My Heart," which contains mixed reactions.

Pat Byrnes, a junior who authored the lyrics, said yesterday that students and WSND personnel have been commenting favorably on his song.

WSND has been playing the song since the beginning of this week. However, AM News Director Kathy Murray was unimpressed with the song. After listening to the recording yesterday, she commented, "I think it's frightful that students at Notre Dame are so revengeful and speaking in such revengeful terms."

Excerpts from the song include:

Cancer's enough to beat the day,

They call us the 'Satan' now.

But Jimmy ought to shout them how.

They can all go to hell.

He's from Iran.

But not the night.

I think we could support them.

Nuke them suckers so damned high.

They need a reserved ticket to come down.

We could stop their burning the flag.

Staff their ashes in a Hefty bag.

After hearing the first verse of the recording, a WSND disc jockey, playing the tape yesterday, called the song "in poor taste."

Byrnes completed the lyrics a week before Thanksgiving and said he thought it was humorous and would be all the more humorous if set to music.

He then approached three of his friends and eventually recorded "Iranian" with juniors Kevin McCarthy on lead guitar, Greg Butler and Jim Lantz on vocals and Byrnes on harmonica.

Murray said although Americans' natural reaction is anger, it is a forgiving Christian attitude toward Iran is more appropriate.

Referring to the tone of the song, she commented, "That's their (Iran's) game—with all the dirty tricks. It shouldn't be ours."

Byrnes said the purpose of the song was not to arouse political activism. He said he found the entire Iranian situation "absurd" and began researching it.

"The more I looked into it, the sillier the whole thing looked," Byrnes explained. He said he thought his lyric was topical and "funny."

"I thought we could have fun with it. If anything—it's a break in the tension," he said.

According to Byrnes, WSND called to compliment him on his efforts over the weekend and students have also been reacting positively to the song.

WSND-AM Program Director Mike Eaton was unavailable for comment.

---

**HPC discusses College Bowl, alcohol surveys, visitations**

by Jana Schutt

The Hall President's Council (HPC) held its final meeting of the semester last evening to tie up loose ends before Christmas break. Discussions included the College Bowl, alcohol surveys, and high school visitation.

Ed Bylina, a representative of the students in charge of the College Bowl, explained that the interhall games began last Sunday. The $100 allotted to the group was used to purchase the packets of questions necessary for competition.

Alcohol surveys solicited $120 more in funding for the Bowl. These were all donations given as a service by the dorms.

Bylina said that this is the second year that we have been conducting the College Bowl. We were trying to make it an activity taken care of through Student Activities in the near future, which would alleviate the need for additional funds.

The alcohol surveys conducted by Psychological Services through hall councils were returned with over 50 percent participation.

An announcement was made that any members of the Notre Dame Undergraduate Schools Commerce interested in visiting high schools in their area over Christmas break should contact Don Bishop in the Admissions Office between Dec. 10 and 20. Any questions may be directed to Terri Wareham (7883) or Tom Kozloski (6981).

Kate McGuire sent a thank-you message to the Council for the participation in the clothing drive sponsored by the Volunteer Services office for Vietnamese families in South Bend.

**Hesburgh appoints new advisor**

Attorney Newton N. Minnott, of Chicago, has been appointed to the advisory council for the University's College of Arts and Letters by President Theodore M. Hesburgh.

Minnott formerly served on the University's Board of Trustees for 13 years.

**LOOK!**

**THE OBSERVER WILL PUBLISH IT'S LAST ISSUE BEFORE BREAK ON FRIDAY DEC. 7th.**

**THERE WILL BE A SPECIAL SECTION OF CLASSIFIED CHRISTMAS GREETINGS**

TO PLACE YOUR PERSONAL IN THIS SECTION COME TO THE OBSERVER OFFICE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 10-12

**MONDAY**

**TUESDAY**

**WEDNESDAY**

**DEADLINE IS 2:00 ON WED. DEC. 5th**

**RIVER CITY RECORDS**

northern Indiana's largest record and tape selection and concert ticket headquarters

$1.00 off any album or tape expires Dec. 24, 1979

16,000 albums and tapes in stock

ND/SIC student checks accepted for up to $20.00 over purchase amount

Open 10 to 10, 7 days a week

131 N. Main St., Elkhart
3 miles north of campus
217-4242
A suburb of Chicago creates the persona a player takes on. These traits run through a full day, and Friday night as well as on Saturdays," Terry Linehan plays D and D on Tuesday nights. She is one of the few women who take this game seriously. It's an escape, a way to play someone else without thinking too hard about it." she had given up her own comforts, desires, vocation, her own selfishness, to lessen another person's suffering. Sister Brigid's problem is one that all devout Christians must face and resolve in their lives. Brigid wants to give up his life, but do it in the way that God wants her to. The key is to discover how much God expects and wants.

We are all in this state of uncertainty. I do not think Sister Brigid's problems are any different from any nun's problems than they are any Christian's problems," says Miss Elizabeth Christman, author of Flesh and Spirit.

A Mushroom Girl, Christman's first novel, was published in 1976 by Dodd Mead. It is the story of a young Catholic girl who after finding herself pregnant and abandoned by her lover, falls victim to adoption racketeers. The story was transformed into an ABC television adaptation entitled "Black Market Baby," which aired October 7, 1977. In addition to her two novels, Christman has also published many articles and short stories for a wide variety of publications which include "The Reader's Digest" and "The Saturday Evening Post." Flesh and Spirit is Christman's second novel. It was published this year by William Morrow and Company. It will soon appear as an Avon paperback, and this fall it will be out in a Reader's Digest book volume. The story will probably never be a movie because the tensions of the novel exist within the mind of the young nun; she is in the victim of interior conflicts which are very difficult to capture in a film.

Elizabeth Brigid, the oldest of seven children, grew up in Webster County, Iowa, a suburb of St. Louis. In 1935 she graduated from Webster College—a Catholic women's college—with a degree in English. For a period of almost ten years, Christman tried her hand at different jobs, one of the oldest and most respected literary agencies in Manhattan. Christian progressed through many jobs at the agency. She began as a junior editor, then moved to a reader, then finally as a literary agent. She dealt with major publishers, magazine editors, and movie producers—the literary circle is truly a glamorous one. Christman also personally handled the work of J.D. Salinger (her copy of Catcher in the Rye is a first edition signed by the author), Pearl S. Buck, William Faulkner, and Agatha Christie. In addition to the glamour of her profession, Christian loved working with new, talented, young writers. This aspect of her job sparked her desire to become a college professor.

When nearly fifty years old, Christman began working towards advanced degrees at New York University, and after teaching at a night school. She obtained both her Masters and Doctorate degrees from the University and began her teaching career in 1968 at St. Peter's College in Jersey City, New Jersey, and St. Mary's College in Indiana, where she has remained since then. From 1972 to 1974 she was a Fulbright University for seven years, Elizabeth Christman joined the faculty of Notre Dame.

Christian teaches four classes for the Department of English, Book Writing, Fiction Writing, and Modern Fiction. "Sit-Your-Loves is a very rare creature," Sister Brigid wrote in her first novel for Dandy" and D as a fantasy. It's a weird sight—to walk into LaFortune headquarters on a Tuesday night after a long day. It's a fantasy. Each player assumes a persona, the Dungeon Master—superior player—creates the scenarios in which the personas live and act. But the action is all in the mind, left to the player's imagination.

Joe is Dungeon Master for the weekly game in LaFortune. He designs a world that exists from 7 to 10 every Tuesday night and provides everything from ogres to heroes, 330 entities in all. The settings of the game range from Deserts to Rainforests, and the rules are drawn from the pages of the three official D and D handbooks. For explanations D and D as "A role playing fantasy based in reality. The rules are quantified by throwing dice. Each quantification determines a trait for the persona a player takes on. These traits run through a full spectrum depending solely on the outcome of the die." They also decide whether you meet a dragon or a princess.

The player puts himself in Joe's world and Joe favors his trust by providing the story plot. The Dungeon Master has to stay a few steps ahead of the players and the plot can get pretty complex at times."

The game will go on till the end of the school year. David D came to Notre Dame about five years ago. Back then, Pete Ryder ran a game with two other students. Today there are at lease 50 D and D gatherers on campus. This particular group got started after Joe advertised for Dandy D players in the Observer. Publishers Anonymous, an information service, registered 29 players on activity night earlier this semester. Ken Peckowski, "1 of Griffin's/Brett in South Bend," now has a dramatic rise in sales of Dungeons and Dragons seen over the past twelve months. We started carrying it when we opened in 1975, now we are selling a game that is safe for all ages. The Griffins is a local Headquarters for the board game crowd. The store deals in all types of D and D resource material, die and supplementary adventures. Also published are Simulations and Simulations Publishing war games. We average about 15 players in our back room every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday night as well as on Saturdays. The players represent a fairly broad cross-section. Ages vary from High School to Club to college and post-college age to a rare one over thirty. Women are the rarest of all.

Terry Linehan plays D and D on Tuesday nights. She is one of the few women who take this game seriously. It's an escape, a way to play someone else without thinking too hard about it." she has to be indifferent to others. A lot of people come own to the store and play other board games but are just more prone to play those than games."

Sister Brigid wrote in her first novel for Dandy" and D as a fantasy. It's a weird sight—to walk into LaFortune headquarters on a Tuesday night after a long day. It's a fantasy. Each player assumes a persona, the Dungeon Master—superior player—creates the scenarios in which the personas live and act. But the action is all in the mind, left to the player's imagination.

Joe is Dungeon Master for the weekly game in LaFortune. He designs a world that exists from 7 to 10 every Tuesday night and provides everything from ogres to heroes, 330 entities in all. The settings of the game range from Deserts to Rainforests, and the rules are drawn from the pages of the three official D and D handbooks. For explanations D and D as "A role playing fantasy based in reality. The rules are quantified by throwing dice. Each quantification determines a trait for the persona a player takes on. These traits run through a full spectrum depending solely on the outcome of the die." They also decide whether you meet a dragon or a princess.

The player puts himself in Joe's world and Joe favors his trust by providing the story plot. The Dungeon Master has to stay a few steps ahead of the players and the plot can get pretty complex at times."

The game will go on till the end of the school year. David D came to Notre Dame about five years ago. Back then, Pete Ryder ran a game with two other students. Today there are at least 50 D and D gatherers on campus. This particular group got started after Joe advertised for Dandy D players in the Observer. Publishers Anonymous, an information service, registered 29 players on activity night earlier this semester.

Ken Peckowski, "1 of Griffin's/Brett in South Bend," now has a dramatic rise in sales of Dungeons and Dragons seen over the past twelve months. We started carrying it when we opened in 1975, now we are selling a game that is safe for all ages. The Griffins is a local Headquarters for the board game crowd. The store deals in all types of D and D resource material, die and supplementary adventures. Also published are Simulations and Simulations Publishing war games. We average about 15 players in our back room every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday night as well as on Saturdays. The players represent a fairly broad cross-section. Ages vary from High School to Club to college and post-college age to a rare one over thirty. Women are the rarest of all.

Terry Linehan plays D and D on Tuesday nights. She is one of the few women who take this game seriously. It's an escape, a way to play someone else without thinking too hard about it." she has to be indifferent to others. A lot of people come own to the store and play other board games but are just more prone to play those than games."

Sister Brigid wrote in her first novel for Dandy" and D as a fantasy. It's a weird sight—to walk into LaFortune headquarters on a Tuesday night after a long day. It's a fantasy. Each player assumes a persona, the Dungeon Master—superior player—creates the scenarios in which the personas live and act. But the action is all in the mind, left to the player's imagination.

Joe is Dungeon Master for the weekly game in LaFortune. He designs a world that exists from 7 to 10 every Tuesday night and provides everything from ogres to heroes, 330 entities in all. The settings of the game range from Deserts to Rainforests, and the rules are drawn from the pages of the three official D and D handbooks. For explanations D and D as "A role playing fantasy based in reality. The rules are quantified by throwing dice. Each quantification determines a trait for the persona a player takes on. These traits run through a full spectrum depending solely on the outcome of the die." They also decide whether you meet a dragon or a princess.

The player puts himself in Joe's world and Joe favors his trust by providing the story plot. The Dungeon Master has to stay a few steps ahead of the players and the plot can get pretty complex at times."

The game will go on till the end of the school year. David D came to Notre Dame about five years ago. Back then, Pete Ryder ran a game with two other students. Today there are at least 50 D and D gatherers on campus. This particular group got started after Joe advertised for Dandy D players in the Observer. Publishers Anonymous, an information service, registered 29 players on activity night earlier this semester.

Ken Peckowski, "1 of Griffin's/Brett in South Bend," now has a dramatic rise in sales of Dungeons and Dragons seen over the past twelve months. We started carrying it when we opened in 1975, now we are selling a game that is safe for all ages. The Griffins is a local Headquarters for the board game crowd. The store deals in all types of D and D resource material, die and supplementary adventures. Also published are Simulations and Simulations Publishing war games. We average about 15 players in our back room every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday night as well as on Saturdays. The players represent a fairly broad cross-section. Ages vary from High School to Club to college and post-college age to a rare one over thirty. Women are the rarest of all.

Terry Linehan plays D and D on Tuesday nights. She is one of the few women who take this game seriously. It's an escape, a way to play someone else without thinking too hard about it." she has to be indifferent to others. A lot of people come own to the store and play other board games but are just more prone to play those than games."
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900 bloated, lifeless bodies in the jungles of Guyana...

Journalists, whose job it is to record the major events of the West's, had a hard time with the "why" part of that story. So did their readers. The march of events can be cruel to an historic period. It was cruel to the

It was cruel in many ways. We are trapped in a silly, desperate situation in Iran today being cut in previous lack of concern for politics—or, in this case, the politics of another country. We didn’t really care what the shah was up to in the seventies, and now the decade ends with a tiny, militant country, ruled by a shah, holding our people hostage and making us defend our

It was time to bring the crowd--or at least a rowdy case, the politics of another country. Attendees danced to the dirty dealings of the CIA, exposed their

Four short years after we withdrew our half-hearted effort to assist one corrupt government over another, an even more corrupt government in Vietnam. Four short years after the Watergate result--and predicted--bloodbath across Southeast Asia, a little stub of
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It was cruel in many ways. We are trapped in a silly, desperate situation in Iran today being cut in previous lack of concern for politics—or, in this case, the politics of another country. We didn’t really care what the shah was up to in the seventies, and now the decade ends with a tiny, militant country, ruled by a shah, holding our people hostage and making us defend our

We wrung our hands over the dirty dealings of the CIA.... Now we wring our hands because the CIA appears to be weak and inept.

Four short years after we withdrew our half-hearted effort to assist one corrupt government over another, an even more corrupt government in Vietnam. Four short years after the Watergate result--and predicted--bloodbath across Southeast Asia, a little stub of
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Fuller

... Fuller

[continued from page 1]

new era of humanity, which had different, broader kinds of reality,” other than sensory experience. He said he felt that man’s perception of himself was changing, and cited the effects of Einstein’s concept of the universe as “an aggregate of non-simultaneous events,” and the discovery of photosynthesis.

We seem to have the capability of consciously participating in the success of the universe,” Fuller said.

Fuller described, using visual models, the concepts of tension and compression, and how his geodesic structure utilized this efficient use of opposing forces. He also demonstrated that the triangle and tetrahedron were the basic structures of the universe, and not the square, as is taught in today’s schools. At one point, Fuller threw a model of the cube across the stage to make his point.

Fuller capped his speech with an anecdote about a king who maintained his power by disciplining his subjects into distinct disciplines, and said structures of today maintain their authority in the same way.

He warned, however, that “extinction is a consequence of over-specialization” and he offered more “comprehensive thought” as a solution.

He suggested that the youth of today is less inclined to be affected by political and social authorities, saying that young people “are in love with love.” The audience responded with a standing ovation.

Fuller was invited to speak by the Student Union Academic Commission. He has served as a consultant to a wide range of governmental and private agencies, and as an advisor to many intellectual and political leaders.

He has been Distinguished University Professor at Southern Illinois University since 1959, and is a fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts and the American Association to the Advancement of Science.

... Threat

[continued from page 1]

In order to try the hostages an espionage charges only if Carter stuck to his refusal to send back the Shah.

There was no reported change in the condition of the hostages, who have been held since the U.S. Embassy in Tehran was seized by a mob on Nov. 4.

However, it was reported that militiamen under the orders of Khomeini, the Iranian revolutionary leader, had increased the guard at the embassy compound, apparently in anticipation of a U.S. attempt to free the hostages.

It apparently from Gholbzadeh’s remarks that the ruling Revolutionary Council was stepping up pressure by offering a Khomeini “pardon” instead of trial as the price of the hostages’ eventual freedom.

Le Figaro also quoted Gholbzadeh as saying the hostages would be tried by the militant students holding the embassy. This was not reported by the television here, and a student spokesman at the embassy immediately denied it, saying only an “Islamic revolutionary court” would have jurisdiction.

Sociology Club offers

Mini-Urban Plunge
by Mary Leavitt

The Sociology Club will sponsor a Mini-Urban Plunge program this week in cooperation with the Justice of Peace Center in South Bend, according to Joan Driscoll, co-chairman of the organizational committee.

“We want students to become aware of the social services offered in the community,” Driscoll said.

The plunge is open to all students. The cost for the tour is $1.

Driscoll explained that the idea for the mini-urban plunge originated with Mary Kay Cohan, a member of the Sociology Club and co-chairman of the organizational committee. The program was given a test run at the beginning of the year with only members of the Sociology Club being allowed to participate. The mini-plunge proved to be successful and consequently, is now open to all students.

Lucy McVay, a member of the organizational committee, thinks the plunge will be a valuable experience for students. "I think everyone participating will see a different side of South Bend,” she said.

DISCUSSION AND FILM

on being a Brother, Sister, or Priest

in the Church today

Farley Hall
Thursday, Dec. 6
at 9:30 p.m.

sponsored by

Indiana Campus

Renewal Team
Owners foresee free agent change

TORONTO (AP)  One of major league baseball's hard-line owners began to face a neworte's regime when the latest free agent news came from the Detroit Tigers. Owners foresee free agent change is the current system of receiving compensation for lost free agents has been a major point of contention between owners and players. Pete Rozelle, commissioner of the National Football League, has been critical of the system, which allows owners to freeze a certain number of players on the roster of a major league club acquiring a free agent, and making the rest available for compensation to the team stripped of the player.

"Yes, it's a little disheartening when you skate onto the ice and see the stands half-empty. The time when we really need the student body's support is when we get behind by a goal or two, but that's when everybody sits down and just watches. Hockey is a great game for fan involvement because it's non-stop action. "Nothing is going to make a weak team win consistently but we have a strong team and serious fan support could make a difference in the one and two-goal games. I really believe that."

Of the four games the Irish have dropped at home, the Notre Dame hockey team had better the ACC this season before the season started. But if that is to happen, the Notre Dame hockey team had better the ACC this season have been by two goals and one has been by a single point. That means, with a little student support, the Notre Dame hockey team could be 11-2 and well ahead of the WCHA pack, if, of course, Greg Meredith's assessment of the situation is correct.

But who's gonna argue with a Rhodes Scholarship candidate--especially one that's 205 pounds and carries a stick!
Ohio State overtakes Alabama in polls

Molarity
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Ohio State overtakes Alabama in polls

Galbraith Tuesday night.

"But you know we still have a big game in the Rose against USC. I don't put stock in it until the final poll."

Doug Donley, the Buckeyes' coach. Sokevere, said the latest vote should provide extra incentive in the Rose Bowl against the third-ranked Trojans. "It's going to lift the team up. It's a great feeling. I'm pretty excited. Everybody wasn't expecting much out of us, but the new coaches pulled us together," he said.

The final poll deciding the national championship will be taken after the bowl games on New Year's Day.

Ohio State was unranked in the preseason poll and did not reach the Top Ten until after its fourth victory. The 48-year-old Bruce seemed almost dismayed by the vote that lifted the Buckeyes from third to first even though No. 2 Alabama, top ranked a week ago, defeated Auburn 29-15 Saturday. I don't understand it," he admitted.

The news failed to ruffle Alabama Coach Bear Bryant, but Crimson Tide faithful showed their wrath by telephoning Alabama's "errors" in the AP and the AP sports desk in New York, where the poll is tabulated.

In Selma, Ala., Bryant said, "No, I'm not upset. It's not going to change our game plan for the Sugar Bowl." Hulon Betel, a retired die setter from Florence, Ala., said, "Alabama has the third longest winning streak in the country and the best defensive record in the country. I don't know what the voters' reasoning was. I just don't agree with it.

A nationwide panel of 67 sports writers and broadcasters accorded Ohio State points, Alabama 1, 255 6 and Southern Cal 1, 257. Ironically both the Tide and Trojans had more first-place votes, 29 and 19, than the Buckeyes' 16. Ohio State and Alabama each are 11-0-1 while Southern California is 10-0-1.

It was the second-place ballots that proved the difference. Ohio State's Big Ten champions were mentioned by 33 voters for second place. But eight voters left Alabama in the top three. Only three ballots listed Ohio State lower than No. 3.

Alabama will play sixth-ranked Arkansas in the Sugar Bowl Fourth-ranked Florida State and No. 3 Oklahoma will meet in the Orange Bowl while No. 7 Nebraska tangles with No. 8 Houston in the Cotton Bowl.

Brigham Young held onto ninth place while Pittsburgh's 29-14 victory over Penn State lifted the Panthers from tenth to ninth. Thirty-five of the 67 writers picked the Trojans as No. 1 in the country.

Pidgeons

Doonesbury

by Michael Molinelli

by McClure/Byrnes

by Garry Trudeau

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press college football poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records and total points. Points based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14 -13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.

1. Ohio State (16) 11-0-0 1287
2. Alabama (15) 11-0-0 1269
3. Southern Cal (14) 10-1-0 1257
4. Florida State (13) 10-1-0 1133
5. Oklahoma (11) 10-1-0 1051
6. Arkansas (10) 10-1-0 986
7. Nebraska (9) 10-0-1 959
8. Houston (8) 10-0-1 897
9. Brigham Young (7) 9-1-0 787
10. Pittsburgh 9-0-1 738
11. Texas 9-0-1 677
12. Purdue 9-0-0 606
13. Virginia 9-0-0 495
14. Michigan 8-0-0 452
15. Utah 8-0-0 396
16. South Carolina 8-0-0 378
17. Auburn 8-0-0 348
18. Clemson 7-0-0 288
19. Baylor 7-0-0 222
20. Temple 6-3-0 165

Gabriel to join institute

Dr. Anatik Gabriel, professor emeritus of Medieval Studies at the University, will be a member of the Institute for Advanced Studies of Princeton, N.J., during the second half of this year.

Gabriel is the former director of Notre Dame's Medieval Institute, a fellow of the Medieval Academy of America and a corresponding member of the French and British Academies of Science.

The Observer - Sports

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Earle Bruce is delighted that Ohio State is where it is today - ranked No. 1 by the Associated Press and headed for the Rose Bowl - but says cautiously that he'll wait for that showdown with Southern California before celebrating.

"It's great," Bruce, Woody Hayes' first-year successor, said before departing for a New York dinner honoring Columbus sportsman John
Defense helps Irish defeat Belles

AP writers select All-America squad

Sports
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Rogers was the runner-up with 1,548 yards on 286 carries for a 140.7 per-game average while Sims finished fourth with 1,300 yards on 224 rushes and led the nation in scoring with 22 touchdowns.

Wilson, one of a handful of collegians to pass for 7,000 career yards, completed 250 of 427 attempts for 3,720 yards and 29 touchdowns. He lost 140 yards rushing but still was the national total offense leader with 3,580 yards.

Margerum caught 41 passes—more than any other receiver in the nation. He averaged 17.6 yards per catch and led Pac-10 teams in receptions with 64. He caught 11 touchdown passes, 28 times more than any other receiver in the nation.

The AP All-America team was selected by the staff of The Associated Press. The team was announced today.

The AP All-America team is the second in a row for Oklahoma. The Sooners were the first team to be selected in 1977 but because of a late-race upset last year, the Sooners this week are the national championship team.

The other repeaters from the 1979 team are Michigan's Dan Dierdorf, Oklahoma's Barry Switzer, Nebraska's Mike Rozier, Texas A&M's Steve Hines, Stanford's Jackie Shell, and Notre Dame's Harry Connolly. The other repeaters from 1978 are Southern California's Jon Lauer, Utah's Steve Butler, Ohio State's Ft. Hines, and Michigan's Tom Brandt.

The AP All-America team is the second in a row for Oklahoma. The Sooners were the first team to be selected in 1977 but because of a late-race upset last year, the Sooners this week are the national championship team.